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Civilization, Pipes was a founder of Campus Watch.
The ARI produced a supplemental issue of its Impact
newsletter in September 2002, titled “America at War.” This
included an article by Dr. Onkar Ghate, “Innocents in War?”
with the subhead, “A Free Nation Should Not Let the Fear of
Causing Civilian Casualties Hinder Its Self-Defense.” Okhate
wrote that “our government’s concern—shared by many
Americans—about killing civilians is morally mistaken.” He

Yaron Brook,
president and
executive director
of the Ayn Rand
Institute, said that
the only way to
defeat “Islamic
totalitarian states”
is “to kill hundreds
of thousands of
their supporters.”
Ayn Rand Institute

Theory defines rules that undercut, inhibit, and subvert any
hope of success in war.”
Brook’s co-author in this diatribe was Alex Epstein, who
is a junior fellow at the ARI; he also works on the staff of
David Horowitz’s frontpagemagazine.com.
Horowitz, who once worked for Bertrand Russell, is another supporter of using nuclear weapons to kill large numbers
of Muslims. When confronted by LaRouche Youth Movement (LYM) members during a speech at the University of
California, Santa Barbara, Horowitz defended Truman’s use
of nuclear weapons, and added that the United States should
use nuclear weapons against Iran.
Another member of the ARI genocide team is Prof. John
Lewis, who is scheduled to appear at an ARI-sponsored event
with Brook in Boston Oct. 20-22. An article by Lewis appeared in Capitalism Magazine in the April 2006 issue, titled
“The Moral Lesson of Hiroshima.” Lewis argues that the
effects of the nuclear bombs detonated on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki “were so beneficent, so wide-ranging and so longterm, that the bombings must be ranked among the most moral
acts ever committed”!
Presenting the Randian justification for a neo-con strike
against Iran, North Korea, et al., he concludes, “It took a
country that values this world to bomb this [Japanese imperial] system into extinction.
“For the Americans to do so while refusing to sacrifice
their own troops to save the lives of enemy civilians was a
sublimely moral action.”
Also appearing at the Boston conference will be Brook’s
close collaborator, Daniel Pipes. In addition to the role he
plays as one of the leading neo-con promoters of the Clash of
EIR
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LaRouche Youth: We Will
Brook No Fascists
When fascist Yaron Brook arrived at his first speaking
engagement at the Tufts University extravaganza
planned for the weekend of Oct. 20-22, where he was
scheduled to put forward his genocidal plan to deal
with “Islamic Totalitarianism,” the LaRouche Youth
Movement (LYM) was ready for him. The campus had
been saturated with over 3,000 copies of the LPAC
pamphlet “Is Joseph Goebbels on Your Campus?” and
LYM members were well situated within the 150-person audience.
The LYM did not wait for Brook to finish his rant.
In its midst one called out: Isn’t it true that at UCLA you
said you wanted to kill thousands of Muslims? When
Brooks refused to answer and continued, the LYM
member addressed the audience: Can’t you understand
that this is fascism?
Typical of today’s “go along to get along” culture,
the audience defended Brook, even as the LYM member was removed. The situation called for more demonstrative action.
LYM member Alex Getachew took the lead. He
stood up and gave Brook the Hitler salute, yelling “Heil,
Yaron Brook,” and began goose-stepping around the
room. Seven more LYM organizers followed him, demonstrating to the audience exactly what most of them
were supporting.
But this was only the beginning. A number of LYM
members remained behind to challenge Brook, who had
claimed that he didn’t even know David Horowitz, one
of the key campaigners for purging the campuses. As
Brook tried to defend himself, and Horowitz’s Campus
Watch, he got totally twisted up—and exposed as a liar,
as well as a genocidalist.
See www.larouchepac.com, and our next issue, for
details.
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